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ABSTRACT 

The device controlled by a switch 

or remote is the old concept now. The 

next-generation technology is here. In this 

paper the “Voice operated device 

controlling” utilizes human voice 

command to control electrical devices. The 

user has to give voice commands to an 

android application. This application 

recognizes the voice commands and sends 

them to the project. A receiver and decoder 

decode these commands and give them to 

the Arduino controllers over a serial port.  

Keywords: Voice, Bluetooth, Home 

Automation, Arduino UNO,  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Device control with voice is one of 

the main areas about future research. 

Imagine a world where users can do each 

and every task by just talking. We have 

already seen a few automobile industries 

have implemented this in cars. Voice 

Controlled Home Appliances have many 

applications including device controlling 

inside the home as well as in industry. So 

basically, we are going to Control home 

appliances using voice-based command 

[1]. 

Automation is one such area that 

aims to achieve simplicity whilst 

increasing efficiency. Voice Controlled 

Home Automation System aims to further 

the cause of automation so as to achieve 

the goal of simplicity. The concept of 

Home Automation is gaining popularity as 

it helps in reducing human effort and 

errors and thus increasing the efficiency. 

With the help of Home Automation 

System, we can control different 

appliances like light, fans, Tv, Ac and so 

on.  Additionally, a home automation 

system can also provide other features like 

security alarms, emergency systems and so 

on, and can be integrated. Home 

Automation aims at automating human 

lives. Activating the home appliances 

without conventional switch but by using a 

smart phone is known as  home 

automation [2]. Voice controlled wireless 

smart home system has been presented for 

elderly and disabled people. The concept 

of controlling home appliances using 

human voice is interesting. The proposed 
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system has two main components, they are 

voice recognition system, and (b) wireless 

system [3].  

Voice recognition is becoming an 

important feature of today’s new digital 

lifestyle. With your voice, you can control 

a room's lighting, air-conditioning, 

curtains, and appliances. For hygienic 

reasons, you can avoid touching surfaces 

in hotel or office spaces simply by 

speaking to a voice recognition controller, 

enabling hands-free requests [4]. A voice 

activated control system that uses a 

microphone to accept verbal commands 

from the user to control a plurality of 

electronic and electric devices such as a 

TV, DVD player, stereo receiver, 

projector, security system, sprinkler 

system, computer and the like using their 

inherent control methods [5]. 

Bluetooth, which is mainly used 

for data exchange, add new features to 

smartphones. Bluetooth technology, 

created by telecom vendor Ericsson in 

1994 [1], shows its advantage by 

integrating with smartphones. It has 

changed how people use digital devices at 

home or office and has transferred 

traditional wired digital devices into 

wireless devices [6]. 

Bluetooth is nice technology to use 

in home automation. This technology 

allows to the user’s instantaneous 

connection of voice and information 

between several devices in real time [7]. 

We just need an Arduino UNO to 

serially communicate with the HC-05 

Bluetooth module and a smartphone to 

send voice commands to Bluetooth 

module HC-05. For receiving voice 

commands, we are using the “Arduino 

Bluetooth Voice Controller” android app 

which you can download from the play 

store (Arduino Bluetooth Voice 

Controller) [8]. 

When the hc-05 Bluetooth 

module receives voice commands it 

gives that to Arduino so when Arduino 

receives commands it on and off the 

relay and that controls the light [9]. 

Here first  we are going to connect 

some devices to the ARDUINO mega in 

order to control over the things in our 

home. The things and the sensor related to 

thing to be controlled are namely TUBE 

LIGHT (relay sensor), FAN (relay sensor) 

[10]. 

 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

 

Voice based device control 

automation system is a system that is used 

to control the home appliances with your 

voice through which an android 

application and an Arduino Uno board is 

used to control the relay through which an 

appliance is switched on/off. The aim of 
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the research was to develop a voice 

support platform to control the Home 

appliances, to design an interface for a 

Bluetooth Module and a Arduino board 

(microcontroller board), activate 

communication between an android device 

and the Bluetooth-enabled microcontroller 

board wirelessly via Bluetooth 

communication module, it will detect the 

voice command  and transfer voice 

command  data via Bluetooth to the 

Arduino(Microcontroller) board, Write  a 

software code to run on the 

microcontroller that will perform the 

necessary control operation, and prepare 

the software to run on the android device 

in other to get speech data and transferring 

over Bluetooth.  

The output design of the proposed 

system consists of the Bluetooth module, 

Arduino, and the relays. The Bluetooth 

module receives the input voice commands 

data and sends it to the Arduino board, and 

then it processes the input command and 

check the commands coming from 

Bluetooth and Arduino board software 

code commands and sends an output signal 

to a particular relay required for switching. 

The complete application software was 

achieved successfully by using Android, C 

Language, Bluetooth module, 

microcontroller  and relay. 

 

2.1 METHODOLOGY  

Here we are Passing the Voice 

commands through Android application 

using Bluetooth Module, then the 

Bluetooth module will receive the android 

application voice command, then it will 

send the voice commands to Arduino Uno 

Board, the Arduino Uno board will receive 

the input voice command and it will check 

the voice commands, based on the voice 

commands the operation will be perform, 

In between the Arduino Board and Home 

application devices , Relay is connected , 

relay act as a switch(Turning ON/OFF) , 

based the Relay Condition the Output 

devices are ON & OFF as shown in the 

below block diagram Fig1. 

Block Diagram : 

  

Fig 1. Block diagram for the proposed 

system 

Bluetooth is a wireless module 

which transfers data from dongle to blue 

tooth modem and modem to Bluetooth 
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dongle. This module enables you to 

transmit & receive wireless data in serial 

format. It is an advanced technology which 

is widely used now-a-days in mobile data 

sharing and within network 

communications like modem to printer, 

etc. Allowing transparent two-way data 

communication.  In this paper we can 

simply use it for transmitting wireless 

serial data to establish connection between 

Arduino or embedded project and PC. 

 

This Paper is designed to control 

home appliances remotely through 

Bluetooth wireless data transfer. Many 

home appliances (Fan, Lights, A.C, TV 

………..etc.,) work on A.C power supply. 

Controller cannot directly drive A.C loads, 

so we are using a relay drive for A.C 

control.  Here an Android mobile is used 

as the transmitter device in which we have 

to install a free android application, 

Connect the Android application to our Kit 

Bluetooth using Bluetooth Module. Using 

Android Application, we are passing the 

Voice commands to the Arduino Uno 

board then the Arduino uno board will 

check the commands based on those 

commands the operation will be 

Performed. The range of Bluetooth modem 

is 10 meters with frequency 2.4 GHz. Blue 

tooth Transmit power is 4dBm and 

sensitivity is 84 dBm. Here in our Paper 

Bluetooth modem acts as receiver and 

Bluetooth dongle acts as transmitter which 

is connected to USB port of the PC. In this 

way we can control home appliances from 

PC using Bluetooth interface. However, 

we can also communicate with the 

Bluetooth modem through a mobile phone, 

the mobile phones need a special 

application designed for it, and which may 

or may not be compatible with the 

modems available. Instead, we go for 

Bluetooth modems and dongle are used in 

this paper.. 

           

 Here we use an Arduino controller 

with 5V DC Power supply. Serial (UART) 

protocol is primary concern here. The 

main component of this paper is Arduino 

and Bluetooth modem which works on 

serial (UART) protocol. Micro controller 

is interfaced with relays which are 

triggered through transistor switching.  

 

2.2 HARDWARE COMPONENTS 

2.2.1 ARDUINO UNO: 

We have used an Arduino Uno 

controller which does the main function. It 

interacts with the decoder as well as with 

Relay. We can say it is the CPU, a central 

processing unit of this project.  For our 

cases the Arduino board is used to control 

the home appliances based the voice 

commands.  
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Fig 2. Arduino Uno 

 

2.2.2 LCD DISPLAY: 

One of the most common devices 

attached to a micro controller is an LCD 

display. Some of the most common LCD’s 

connected to the many microcontrollers 

are 16x2 displays. This means 16 

characters per line by 2 lines . 

Whenever there is any change in 

device status then LCD displays the 

respective message. The LCD is used to 

display the output based on the Arduino 

board conditions which device is ON or 

which device is OFF. (LIGHT ON,LIGHT 

OFF,FAN ON,FAN OFF).  

 

Fig 3. 16x2 LCD Screen 

 

2.2.3 BLUETOOTH MODULE: 

Bluetooth is a global wireless 

communication and A Bluetooth device 

uses radio waves instead of wires or cables 

to connect to a phone or computer. When 

two Bluetooth devices want to talk to each 

other, they need to pair. Communication 

between Bluetooth devices happens over 

short-range, ad hoc networks known as 

piconets.  

Bluetooth module is used to 

connection between the android 

application and the Bluetooth module. The 

function of this element is to decode the 

signal received from the Voice application 

on Android mobile and It will transferring 

output to the Arduino.  

 

Fig 4. Bluetooth Module HC05 

2.2.4 RELAY: 

A relay is an electromechanical 

switch, which perform ON and OFF 

operations without any human 

interaction. Relays are used so that we 

can control AC as well as DC devices. 

Right now we provide a 12-volt DC Fan 

and a 12volt DC bulb. These are 

connected to 2 relays.  it is mainly used 
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to control the devices like Device 

ON/OFF based on the Arduino output 

the relay will Turn ON and OFF. 

 

Fig 5.  Relay 

2.2.5 BULB: 

The Bulb will be Turn ON and OFF based 

on the Relay condition. An incandescent 

light bulb, incandescent lamp or 

incandescent light globe is an electric light 

with a wire filament heated until it glows. 

The filament is enclosed in a glass bulb 

with a vacuum or inert gas to protect the 

filament from oxidation 

 

Fig 6. Bulb 

2.2.6 FAN:  

The Fan will be turn ON and OFF based 

on the Relay condition. A mechanical 

fan is a powered machine used to create 

flow within a fluid, typically a gas such 

as air. A fan consists of a rotating 

arrangement of vanes or blades which act 

on the air. The rotating assembly of blades 

and hub is known as an impeller, a rotor, 

or a runner.  

 

Fig 7. DC Fan 

2.3 SOFTWARE DESIGN 

 Software is a set of instructions, 

data or programs used to operate a device 

and execute a specific task. Here we are 

writing a code and dump into the Arduino 

Uno microcontroller to perform a specific 

task based the code conditions.  

 

Flow chart of our proposed system :  

 

Fig. 8: Flow chart  

In the above Fig 8. Flow chart, in this 

paper the flow chart is represents the flow 

of executing the projects steps. it is 
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simply a graphical representation of steps. 

It shows steps in sequential order and is 

widely used in presenting the flow of 

algorithms, workflow or processes.  

 

Following steps are used for our 

proposed system:  

Step 1: Turn on the Kit  

Step 2: Open the Bluetooth Android 

application in mobile phone and Select 

Bluetooth Module (HC-05). 

Step 3: Connect the Bluetooth-to-

Bluetooth module of the Kit 

Step 4:  Click on the voice button in 

android application and pass the Voice 

commands.  

Step 5: Bluetooth module will receive the 

voice commands and transferring into the 

Arduino Board. 

Step 6: Write the Software code into the 

Arduino board. 

Step 7: Arduino will check the Bluetooth 

module voice commands and Arduino 

source code conditions, based on the 

condition the relays will Switch ON/OFF 

Operation. 

Step 8:  

If input voice command = A, then lights 

will be ON. 

If input voice command = B, Then Lights 

will be OFF. 

If input voice command = C, Then Fan 

will be OFF. 

If input voice command = D, Then Fan 

will be OFF. 

 

III. RESULTS 

In this paper the home appliance devices 

are controlled based on the User Voice 

commands using Arduino Uno, Bluetooth 

Module and Android Application. 

 

Fig. 9 Proposed system Kit Image 

 

IV. APPLICATIONS AND 

ADVANTAGES 

There are many Applications of Electrical 

Appliances Control by Human Voice, few 

of them are listed below: 

1. This paper has its main 

application in the home. 

2. It can also be used in Industries. 
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3. An important application is for 

physically handicapped people 

and elderly people. 

 

Advantages of Speech Operated Home 

Appliance Control System: 

1. Easy to install and easy to use. 

 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have successfully 

implemented voice-controlled home 

automation system with relays using 

Arduino and Bluetooth module HC-05. 

This paper can be used for controlling n 

‗number of input controls i.e by extending 

number of relays. Our implemented 

module is more reliable and flexible in 

order to control any loads and the coverage 

area for wireless control is 10 meters. 

Hence this paper can be useful for a real 

time voice-controlled home automation. 

Arduino based voice-controlled home 

appliances proves to be a better remote-

controlled operation on home appliances 

using Bluetooth module HC-05. This 

Paper can be extended for many 

automation applications such as industrial 

automation, automotive, military, 

healthcare, transportation and so on. 

Further the coverage area can also be 

increased by the use of GSM modules. 

 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

➢ Voice base home automation system 

can be further modified for even 

controlling speed of the fan and intensity 

of light. 

➢ Internet of Things can also be combined 

with voice-controlled home automation 

system.  

➢ We can replace Bluetooth by GSM 

modem so that we can achieve device 

controlling by Sending SMS using GSM 

modem. We can also use Wi-Fi module 

instead of Bluetooth for home automation 

approach 
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